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ABSTRACT
All seven DNA-based microbes for which carefully established mutation rates and mutational spectra

were previously available displayed a genomic mutation rate in the neighborhood of 0.003 per chromosome
replication. The pathogenic mammalian DNA virus herpes simplex type 1 has an estimated genomic
mutation rate compatible with that value.

ALL microbes with chromosomes composed of DNA, However, recently reported data can be used to fill this
gap. The wild-type KOS strain of herpes simplex virusand for which both spontaneous mutation rates

and mutational spectra have been determined, display type 1 (HSV-1) cannot form plaques in the presence of
various nucleoside analogs, while thymidine kinase (tk)a mutation rate in the laboratory of �0.003 per genome

replication, with a range of 0.0018–0.0046 and boundary mutants defective in the synthesis of thymidine kinase
can do so. Ganciclovir is a guanosine analog that be-values experimentally indistinguishable from 0.003

(Drake et al. 1998; Grogan et al. 2001). The DNA-based comes strongly cytotoxic when phosphorylated. Using
ganciclovir as the selective agent provided a HSV-1 tk�microbes that support this value are phage M13 with

single-stranded DNA and a temperate mode of infection; mutant frequency of 6 � 10�5 and a mutation spectrum
(Lu et al. 2002). To calculate a genomic mutation rate,phage � with double-stranded DNA and alternating be-
this value must first be corrected for tk mutations thattween lysogenic and lytic modes of infection; phages T2
were not detected. A preferred way to do this (Drakeand T4 with double-stranded DNA and a strictly lytic
1991) is to assume that indels (insertions and deletionsmode of infection; the eubacterium Escherichia coli grow-
of base pairs) within the coding sequence are detecteding optimally at �37�; the archaeon Sulfolobus acidocald-
with high efficiency and that the total number of BPSsarius growing optimally at �80�; the yeast Saccharomyces
can be estimated from the number that produce inter-cerevisiae ; and the filamentous fungus Neurospora crassa.
nal stop codons (UAG, UGA, and UAA), which areThese organisms vary by nearly four orders of magni-
usually null mutations; this is done by multiplying by 64/3tude in genome size, and the average gene or base-pair
the number of chain-terminating codons produced bymutation rate varies reciprocally by the same amount.
BPSs. In the present experiment, the mutational spec-Another generality holds in most but not all DNA-
trum comprised 67 mutations of which 45 were indels andbased organisms: on average, the majority of mutations
5 were chain-terminating BPSs; this proportion (5/22 �are base-pair substitutions (BPSs) (Grogan et al. 2001).
23%) of BPSs that produce chain-terminating codonsThe exceptions are thermophiles, which appear to have
falls in the center of the range (5–50%, average 20%)lower rates of BPSs than do mesophiles (Grogan et al.
found for DNA-based microbes (Grogan et al. 2001).2001; Friedman et al. 2004), perhaps because the aver-
The corrected tk� mutation frequency is thus ftk � 6 �age missense mutation is more deleterious at higher
10�5[45 � 5(64/3)]/67 � 1.36 � 10�4. [Alternatively,temperatures and therefore increases the intensity of
one could adjust the observed number of BPSs (22) byselection for down-modifiers of the BPS mutation rate.
the average correction factor C � (total BPSs)/(de-A major gap in the roster of microbial mutation rates
tected BPSs) � 4.726 from Grogan et al. (2001) tohas been a value for DNA viruses that infect animals.
obtain ftk � 6 � 10�5[45 � 22 � 4.726]/67 � 1.33 �
10�4.]

The geometry of DNA replication in HSV-1 is not fully
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replication, the mutation rate �e � f/ln(N�e), where f chain et al. 2000). A perhaps more tenable hypothesis
is that the selection applied in 1982 by Hall and Almyis the mutation frequency and N is the population size

(Drake 1991). For purely linear replication with two used 5-bromodeoxyuridine, a moderate to strong muta-
gen in numerous organisms. The results of mutagenicityrounds per cycle of cell infection, the mutation rate

�l � f/2c, where c is the number of cycles of cell infec- tests of ganciclovir seem to be described only in second-
ary sources (Wutzler and Thust 2001; Physicians’tion (Drake and Holland 1999). In the experiments

of Lu et al. (2002), the fraction of HSV-1 DNA packaged Desk Reference 2005, p. 2869), which depict it as clasto-
genic, recombinagenic, and mutagenic in the mamma-into progeny virions was 0.25–0.5, stock volumes were

1.5–2 ml, viable progeny were (1–5) � 106/ml, and the ratio lian L5178YTK assay, but not mutagenic in either the
mammalian hprt assay or the Ames salmonella assay. Theof particles to plaque-forming units was 10–50; combining

these values gives N � (2–4)(1.5–2)[(1–5) � 106] latter two score gene mutations whereas the L5178YTK
assay also scores very large multigenic deletions. Thus,(10–50) � (0.3–20) � 108. Thus, the tk� rate �e �

(1.33–2.11) � 10�5 mutations/tk gene/replication, for ganciclovir is probably at most weakly mutagenic within
the context of the HSV-1 tk� selection protocol, espe-which we will use the mean value of 1.72 � 10�5. The

value of c in these experiments was �3, so that the cially at the concentration of 10 �m applied to infected
Vero cells by Lu et al. (2002).tk� mutation rate �l � 2.26 � 10�5. In the absence of

information about the balance between exponential The experimental portion of this work in the laboratory of C.B.C.H.
and linear replication, we will take the mean of these was supported by National Institutes of Health grant RO1 AI056359.
two values, �tk � 1.99 � 10�5. The tk ORF contains 1128
bp (McKnight 1980) and HSV-1 contains 152,260 bp
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